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BR.EAKING NEWS

BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

CAMPUS

DARFURIAN REBELS KILLED 10 AFRICAN UNION
PEACEKEEPERS AND KIDNAPPED AN UNKOWN
NUMBER OF SOLDIERS THIS PAST WEEKEND,
ACCORDING TO THE NEW YORK TIMES.

VIRGIN MOBILE IS FACING A LAWSUIT
DUE TO THEIR CONTROVERSIAL ADVERTISEMENT CAMPAIGN THAT RIPS PHOTOS FROM

FROM CATS AND RAT S T O MIC E AND SQUIRRELS, CAMPUS IS CRAWLING WITH CREATURES, SOME ARE SI MPLY INTERESTING AND
OTHERS POSE A SERIO US THREAT.

FLIXSTER.
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Protesters Senator Obama Highlight at C onvocation
to Walk Out
BY SHIVONNE FOSTER
Staff Writer

BY JADA SMITH
Staff Writer
There will be a rally held at the
National Mall on Constitution and 7'h
Street at 2 p.m. supporting the National
Student Walkout Day, an effort put forth
by students across the country to protest
the Jena "6" as well as other injustices
plaguing the country.
The event has been organized
using the combined leadership of student
government from many universities, including Howard and other local schools.
Paris VValker, the Howard correspondent for this event, says that this
nationwide protest will hopefully spark a
cl1ange in society and bring about a sense
of unity with students from all schools.
"This [protest) is happening all around
the nation," she said. "Schools are going to be meeting up at their local capital building to hold a press conference
with the media. College students will be
speaking out about the Jena '6' and also
other local issues. VVe're basically telling
the government that we're tired of injustices, not just in Jena, but in our whole
community."
The students working with the
event have also compiled a list of demands
that will be read at the press conference.
Included demands are that all charges
against theJena "6" be dropped, the US.
Department of Justice to convene an immediate inquiry into the circumstances
surrounding the arrest and prosecution of
theJena "6",Judge Maussray be removed
from presiding over Bell's ~uvenile court
hearing or other proceedings, the Lottisiana office of disciplinary council to investigate Reed Walters for unethical and
possible illegal conduct, the Louisiana
j udiciary commission investigate Judge
Maussray for unethical conduct and the
Jena school district superintendent be removed from office.
Organizers say that the second
demand, the immediate release of l\llychal Bell, still stands c~en though he was
released on Friday. "He's been released,
but only because he paid money for bail.
It's not like they did us a favor or anything," Walker said.
Victoria Kirby, who is also involved in planning the event, said that Facebook has been one of the main sources
of advertising for the event. ''All the D.C.
area scl1ools will be participating, Georgetown, American, GW and Howard, and
we've been going through Facebook to get
people's attention about the rally," Kirby
said.
Even though it is being called
the National Student \.Valk Out, the Howard campus is urging people to refer to it
as the National Student Protest. At many
other schools the administration has not
been supportive in their students' efforts
to help with theJena "6", so they are calling it a ''lock out," H oward University is
not. "The Lock Out is what it's called on
a national level, but as far as Howard is
concerned, we're promoting it as a protest. We don't want to encourage walking
out of class, but it's actuallyj ust asking everyone to come out and support the rally
at 2 p.m. The Howard administration
has been very helpful in our [the students]
support of the Jena "6", therefore it's not
a walk out," VValker said.
Ayesha Mapp, a sophomore political science major is one of many who
will be attending the rally. "I will be going to the rally to lend my support to the
cause and because this is something I really believe in," she said. "It's easy for us
to be complacent and just stay in our own
little worlds, but there are a lot of other
things going on that threaten justice for
people just like us. If we don't fight for
our own rights, who else will?"
The rally will start at 1 p.m. on
the National' Mall and the press conference will begin at two. Any questions
about the National Student Protest can
be answered by the HUSA office located
in Blackburn .
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Audience members erupted
witl1 excitement and greeted Senator
Barack Obama with camera flashes and
a standing ovation at the l 40'h Opening
Convocation held Friday.
His highly anticipated address touched on varying topics, from
encouraging the audience to take action against injustice to what he hopes
to accomplish if he is elected president
in 2008.
"I'm extremely elated tl1at
Obama came," said J ustin Askew;
a freshman political science major.
''There is a new wave a hope for tl1e future, and Obama is that hope."
To many students' pleasure,
Obama discussed the now nationally
known story of theJena "6", explaining
that it is an example of injustice and an
unfair legal system.
"I am happy he brought up
the issue of the Jena '6' because the issue is very relevant,'' said J oy Lindsay,
a j unior finance major. ''\Ve have to be
active if we want to see a change."
Jessica DeToege ·Sia!! Pholograplle<
Throughout his address,
At the 140th Opening Convocation Barack Obama stressed the Jena "6" and the importance of finishing the work already in progress.
Obama encouraged students to become advocates and protest injustice.
"O"crall Obama did a very
Ob= ;U::o .~ "" hi& "'"do:n'I'<."
He noted the biblical story of .i\Io;cs
Some st:uden ts found Obama·s good job. I saw him in Atlanta and he
andJoshua. in which.Joshua completes goal to create a ''.justice system truly
the task, begu n by Moses, of leading his dedicated to justice" if he is elected address to be too politically focused and looks a little gray, but today he looked
very comfortable and got the crowd
president, as well as recruited more ca- an attempt to campaign.
freed people to the promised land.
''The speech was inspiring. enthusiastic. He appealed to the black
Obama explained that ev- pable public defenders and endorsing
e1yonc in the room is the ''.Joshua this by forgiving public defender's stu- and what he said is true, we do need c01m11unity." \Vhatley said Obama
to all come together as a people,'' said proved he is black enough. a quesgeneration" standing on the shoulders dent loans.
"One thing he didn't touch on Vanessa Ray, a freshman biology major. tion repeatedly raised of him, with his
of many tvloses' and should finish the
is the job market as a whole," said The- "It was more political than actually an speech.
work already in progress.
"He st<~rted talking about in"Obama delivered a very olonius Baldwin, a junior marketing address to the freshman class, but I bevalid message about our generation be- major and School of Business student lieve he was well received and brought justice; it seemed he w;t• too busy making promises of what he \\01tld I l if her
ing the Joshua generation,'' said Uloma council chief of staff. "1 would have up ~sues cVCT) one is thinking about.''
Traclitionall:-;
Com·ocation were president," said Jennift-1 r,: "ter, a
Chiakpo, a freshman pre-pharmacy liked to hear details about job availmajor. "h's time for our generation to ability for college graduates and what is is a welcoming ceremony for the new junior ll·gal communications m~jor. "By
class and the official start of the new his focusing on the country as a whole,
continue the legacy of civil service. But being done."
"Barack's address was a mix- school year.
1 missed the hopeful messa1?C about the
I wonder why he wasn't there in J ena
'1 would ha' e liked if the new school term.''
for the protest. There seems to be a dis- ture of can1paigning and welcoming
parity between our black leaders, and students to the university." Baldwin speech was more geared to the fresh> Srr C ONVOCATION. Pa~<:- t
we need to be united before we make a said. "His message as a whole was men class," said Pierre \Vhatley, a freshsomething that needed to be heard by man political science major.
movement. "

New Preventative HIV Pill
BY DANIELLE KWATENG
Life &Style Editor
Many Americans that are not
Mfected by HIVI AIDS, take little time to
educate themselves on new medications
out there. But recent reports of an HIV
preventative pill, has drawn attention to
those with and without the disease.
The buzz about the new HIV
pill/ vaccine came ahnost a year ago. The
"miracle drug," has existed for a while,
currently being administered to over
150,000 HIV-infected people around
the world.
Francisco Rodriguez, an STD
counselor for the Florida Department of
Health, is skeptical about the pre-preventative treatment. "\'Ve're not using it yet;

the best medications on the market [in
my opinion] is Reyataz. It's ve1y political how medications come in. Vl'hen we
talk about this we have to talk about the
convention of medications. Drugs have
to be introduced into the system."
Rodriguez also thinks that if
the pill is ever introduced, the next issue
will be the race for pharmaceutical companies to grab it. ''The medication could
be good, but it has to go through the politics of pharmaceutical companies.
Medications aren't just expensive, tl1ey're extremely expensive and I
think it's just going to get worse in the
future. Anybody who has access v.till benefit. Absolutely! If it goes through the
right channels."
> See HIV, Page 4

Tom Fox • Dallas Morning News (MCT)

An HIV preventative drug is currently being distributed to over 150,000 HIV patients.

Campus 2

Bison Athle te
Allegedly Assaulted

Al Pro Ph040

After their win, members of the football
team got into an altercation at a party.

BY WINNIE CLARK-JENKINS
Sports Editor
An altercation at a house party
between some Howard students and a
nwnber of District residents on Saturday
almost became deadly when allegedly a
gun was revealed and shot off.
After a big win against Wmston-Salem State University earlier in the
afternoon, senior defensive back Randell
Means and some other members of the
football team went to a house party at
2120 North Capital St. near V Street in
Northwest D.C . to celebrate.
Means and his fellow teammates stood outside the party on the
porch waiting for people to exit the house
that was packed to capacity. Whi le out
on the porch Means reportedly bumped
into a young man who was a district resident also standing on the porch waiting
to get into the party.

According to Means, the situation got heated and tl1c young man revealed a gun.
"He tried to force himself into
the party and tl1en he started going olT
in front of the party." Means said. "He
pulled out a gun and pointed it at Kenny."
Kenny Daniels, sophomore
wide receiver for the Bison football team
was another one of tl1e players who fell
into the altercation.
"He pulled at the gun and
started pointing it around saying 'give it
up'," Daniels said.
According to both Means' and
Daniels' reports, everyone who was on
the porch in front of the house party
immediately squeezed into the already
packed house and ran away from the
scene after the gun wa5 raised in the air.
The alleged dispute happened around
1:30 a.m. on Sunday.
Means immediately vacated
the porch and ran toward the street.
" My shoe fell off after I got
about the distance of one hou.se and after
a few steps I fell to the ground," M eans
said. "Once I fell, I saw the guy over top
of me, he started hitting me with the gun
in my face, he kept pistol whipping me."
Fellow football player, Leonard Moore came to the party alongside
Means and was allegedly locked in the
house by the party hosts while Means
was outside.
>See ASSAULT, Page 8
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Campus Wildlife Roams, Threatens Students' Health
BY JANELLE WILLIAMS
Contributing Writer
Cats, black squirrels, rats
and mice prmicc around campus
as if they too have paid tuition
and focs. but some of these creatures pose a threat.
In April 2007, DC's District Department of Health Offo;ials declared a ''war on rats."
Even though the District spends
approximatcl} S 16,000 a )'ear to
rid it of these rodents, the problem ha5 yet to be extinguished.
Some people question
whether Howard is follO\\ing suit
\\ith the local plan to g<'t rid of
the rodents.
"If I am not living with
rats at home, why am I raying an
excessive amount of mone} to live
with rats at school?" said Kelauni
Cook, a sophomore biolog}' ma.ior.
Professor Gordon. master
teacher in the biolog}' dt:pa1 tment. spoke about the dangers of
rats on campus.
"'The Bubonic plague.
You know who was carf)~ng that?
Rats!" Gordon said. "The presence of rats is a clear sign of uncleanliness. The administration

needs to identify those areas."
Though the Bubonic
plague was decades ago, rats are
still n:sponsible for transmitting
current diseases. Gordon said that
they could carry all kinds of virulent agents
\ Vhcn students sight a rat,
they may run, scream or laugh.
However, the professors emphasized the students' responsibilities
to report it when such sightings
occur.
Rats are not the only disttirbing creaturt:s roaming the
campus. Many have been subjected lo cafeteria and dormitory
mice. Like rats, mice can also
carry diseases in their feces. Seeing them in a common place like
bedroom or cafeteria is hardly a
comfort.
"I was sitting, enjo0ng
my lunch when I heard screams
and shrieks from the table next to
me," Cook said. "It was Mickey
Mouse running across the floor.
That means I eat where mice
make their home."
lL is accounts such as these
that Gordon pleaded should be
brought to the forefront.
Although the rats and mice

arc more commonly spotted, it's
the black squirrels that seem to
catch the most attention.
The
black
squirrels,
though au thentic in appearance,
arc far less threatening and, some
believe, more appropriate for
can1pus.
"I called my dad and
told him we had black squirrels. I
took a picture of it on my camera
phf:!nt: and sent it to him. He even
looked it up online because he
didn't believe it," said Samantha
Ealy, a sophomore from Nashua,

N.H.
Although people sct:mingly recognize the behavioral differences between the black squirrel
and the brown squirrel, thert: arc
no formally reported differences
according to Gordon and Professor Franklin Ampy, chairman of
the biology dt:partment.
"I don't think they act
di!Tcrcntly. They're just different
colors," said Xiomara Stewart,
a native of Detroit, where black
squirrels are frequent. "I thought
black squirrels were evc.-rywhcrc."
Black squirrels arc frequent
in Michigan, on the east coast
and among many universities.

Jus11n Knight. PholD Edu

D.C. has declared a "war on rats," however rats along with black squirrels freely rbam around Howard's ca mpus.
Also, squirrels don't just come in
bro1,11 or black. The creatures arc
of many colors including brown,
red, grey and white (albino).
Although black squirrels
are hardly di!Tcrent from brown
squirrels. that shiny black coat has

made a stir at many universities.
It is the mascot of H averford Uni\·ersit)' and Kent State celebrates
an annual Black Squirrel Festival.
Otl1er than the squirrels,
rats and mice, black cats also inhabit the campus. ''\Vhencver

I think of black cats, I think of
\~tchcs." Stewart said.
Though negative stereotypes arc placed on black cats
in western civilization, eastern
countries often see them as a good
omen.

Obama Receives Law Degree, Praises School
BY ROYCE STRAHAN
Staff Writer
Democratic presidential
candidate, Barack Obama, arrived to the stage of a jam-packed
Cramton Auditorium lo a standing ovation from the audience at
the I 40th Howard Opening Convocation on Friday.
Obama was awarded an
honorary doctorate in law from
Howard. He joked that he re-

grctted all that he went through
receiving his from Harvard Law
School.
"I have received doctorates
before, but I have to say that this
one is one of the most meaningful," Obama said, "and if I had
kno11n that I could get my law
degree this way, I could've saved
about $60,000 worth of debt,
th ree years in the library ... but I
didn't know at the time."
His words of encourage-

Jessica o.riege -Stan Pho1ographe<
Barack Obama received an honorary doctorate in law from Howard at
Friday's 140th Opening Convocation.

mcnt to the students and confidence towards his chances of
being a formidable opponent in
the presidential race moved the
audience.
"No one has been willing
to bring the politics and make it
right.. . that \~\) end when I am
president of the United States of
America," Obama said, claiming
the title.
Obama also touched on
a current hot topic on Howard's
campus and around America Jena "6." H e expressed how previous civil right movements, such
as J ena and the Little Rock Nine
should not go unnoticed.
"I'm certain that nine ch ildren did not walk through the
doors in Little Rock so our children would have to st:e nooses
hanging on a tree in Louisiana,"
Obama said.
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, Addison Barry Rand,
introduced Obama and deemed
him as being the first black presidential candidate who actually
had a chance at being elected.
H 1 ~p('cxprcsscd how great of
at\ hbHdT it is for Obama to visit
Howard's campus and to have
him at Howard.
"It is said that all of the
great ones pass through Howard," Rand said. "Today, Barack
Obama joins that legacy. Given
the demands of the campaign
and his obligations to Capitol Hill
we deeply appreciate his decision
to join us today."
Obama gave credit to the
president of Howard. H. Patrick
Swygert. for keeping Howard a
lop notch imtitution among many
other universities in Amc1ica during his tenure as president.
"He has been at the
mantle of the university and led
it to great new heights," Obama
said. Obama even acknowledged

President Swygcrt's retirement at
the end of this school year. "I told
him he's a little young to retire but
he's convinced me that he wants
to take a little break and we arc
grateful for him."
Obama was also quick to
express his reasons for actually
running in this year's presidential
election.
"I an1 not just running to
make history. I'm running so that
we can change history's course. It's
not enough just to look back and
wonder on how far we've come, I
want us to look ahead with a fierce
urgency at how far we have left to
go," Obama said. "I believe it's
1imc for this generation to make
its O\\TI mark and write our own
chapter in tht: American story."
Obama also acknowledged the many injustices currently occurring in America and
the many trailblazers who have
attended Howard and have made
it possible for African Americans
such as himself to be in the position he's in.
"It was H oward that sent
the first African American to tl1e
U.S. Senate. It was Howard that
graduated the first African American to becomt: governor, and the
first lo become mayor of the largest city in the country," Obama
said. "It's because of those victories that <1 black man named Barack Hussein Obama can stand
before you todar as candidate
for the president of the United
,.
.St ates.
Obama, however, was not
the only cclebrit} in attendance.
Many other dignitaries and celebrities were also al Friday's
cercmon}, such as actor Lou Gossett; TV personality from "The
Apprentice" Omarosa; operatic
singerjessyc Norman and the first
African-American
paratrooper
Sgt. \\'alter i\1orris.

•essu DeT .!!le Sta! Phologflllhe'

Floyd H. Flake preached on the importance of learning from mistakes.

BY ROYCE STRAHAN
Staff Writer
Floyd H . flake Ph.D..
senior pastor of T he Greater
Allen A.l\l. E Cathedral of
New York, delivered an inspiring message lo the audience
at Chapel on Sunda). Flake is
also the president of \\)lbcrforcc University in \ Vilberforce.
Ohio.
Rev. Bernard L. Richardson intn.>dmxd Flake as a
humanitaiian \\ ho is the senior
pa~l·.)r of a church with more
than 20,000 members.
Flake's church also
owns commercial and residential developments while being
a founder, along with his wife
Elaine. of a 700-studenl private
school. Flake also served clc\·en
vt>ar~ in the U.S Congress.
Following a stirring s<·lcction of " l·br Ever} l\1ount.1in" by the Chapel Choir,
Flake preached a mcssagt: enti tied, ·'Deja \ 'u: Rcco\·ering
Repetitive Failure" in which he
poimcd out the many di!Tercnt
mistakes that people run into
but fail to learn from .
'J.\s the world continues to turn and thin~ begin
to change we find ourselves
getting fmther and further behind," Flake said.
"The farther behind we
get, the mort: likely it is tl1al we
'~II m ake deleterious choices
and begin to do those things
that hold us into a position that
is far from the plact: where God
would have us to be."
"Choices where we find

Poet Sonia Sanchez Touches HU with Life Anecdotes

Budget Meeting -TODAY!
West Towers - Plaza Level

I.

Justin Knight - Photo Edu

Overshadowed by convocation, Sonia Sanchez s poke to some students at Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel on Friday. Sanchez s poke at the
request of African American Stu~ie~ J.lrofessor Jamie Walker's Black Autobiography class. In addition to Walker's class, othe r members of
the Howard student body liste~ fo ~nch•z discuss topics ranging from black academia to voting. Sanchez also privied the audience to
selections from her biography, "A Blues Book for Black Blue Magical Women."
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ourselves going through the
motion, and findiug ourselves
getting
nowlwrc:
( hoiccs
where we ha\·~ dn:ams th.it
never become to rcalit} ;Uld
\isions that never get fulfilled
simplv because we arc too busy
tf\ing to keep up with chm1gl"s
tl1at arc incompatible to that
\\ hich God dc.-sircs of us a~ a
people."
Flake said that many
individual' don't achieve their
goals as a result of ~.j\ing up or
making
the same 111istak1·s owr
•
and O\'CI.
He expn·sscd how difficult life could be but said, "life
is about learning hO\\ to dea l
with pressure."
Flake also expressed
ho" God has a plan for all of
us and that if we divert from
the place Goel \\ill have us to
be, we contmue to h.wc repetitive failure and find ourselves
in places that \\ c would not
want to be.
!•lake encouraged the
congregation to recover from
repetiti\·c failure.
''The bible tells us in the
book of J udges these people
find thcmseh cs in a place,"
Flake said.
"A place of their own
choosing. A plan· where the)
arc not able lo grow, fully mature, or develop into the person God would have them to
be. And the reason is not th at
they are abandoned by G od,
but simply because of their inability lo understand that God
has chosen to put j udges over
them."
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HIV Pill Enters Market
ing HIV There arc microbicide
gels, creams and diaphragms
tlrnt women can use to block
Through the animal infections. Many physicians also
testing researchers found by us- recommend male circumcision,
ing pre-exposure prophylaxis which reduces HI\' infection
(PrEP), an antiretroviral therapy, rates by 60 percent. One of tl1e
and taking a daily pill the chanc- most unfortunate aspects of
es of catching HIV arc greatly HIV is its devastating effects on
diminished. The daily pill known African-American women. Now
as Vircad, in combination with regarded as the face of HIV in
the otl1crs fcombination called Amciica, 64 percent of black
Tmvada), is the main focus of women accounted for new HIV
the studies. But according to the cases between 2001-2004, acAssociated Press. it's going to cording to the CDC. From artitake a large scale study to be sure cle written in the AmeticanJourif Tmvada is the right drug.
nal of Community Psychology,
Pittsburgh's Dr. John researchers found the prevalence
Mellor~, who helped direct the
of noncondom use between Afiistudy told rvISNBC that, "\Ve can-Amcrican men and women
looked at a huge range of vari- was 45 percent.
ables - the efficacy of PrEP,
CDC reports also
how quickly the population, found that African-American
gets on it, whether they stay on women arc most likely to be init, what population you target," fected with HIV as a result of sex
but "one of the most important with men who were infected by
things we found is if you target another man. "If black women
tl1e two highest risk groups, about really arc the largest group af18 percent of the population, fected b) the disease, then I think
you have the most cost-dfoctivc tlrnt it is probably from dishonapproach."
esty or lack of knowledge," said
Howeve1; since AIDS Adam Allen, a senior marketing
official discovery in 1981, it has maJor.
become the fifth leading cause of
Allen added, "I think
deaili in Americans ages 25-44. that people in general should
It is estimated that 6,000 women always remember when dealing
around ilie world are infected with another person, there is no
with HIV every single da>'· Ac- way that you can always know
cording to the Center for Disease what is going on in that other
Control and Prevention (CDC) person's life, so be careful and
women make up more than half always keep yourself and your
of new infections.
own health and safety in mind
Through the \ Vorld first. v\'hen it comes down to it,
Health Organization and the if your significant otl1cr is on ilie
CDC, scientists have been able 'DL', they're a cheater. And if
to pinpoint the three societies the}' gave you HIV I AIDS, then
witl1 ilie highest risk of infection; that means that they were unone of them includes men who safe."
have sex with men (M~1) in the
lvicasures have already
United States.
been taken to secure testing sites
Throughout the years in the three pre-mentioned high
researchers developed products risk spots. After 3,200 uninfected
and ideas on how to prevent participants arc randomly chothe spread of STD's, includ- sen, debriefed and counseled to
Gontinuerl from FRONT, HIV

understand that they arc not safe
from contracting HIY, the procedure then begins. Conducted by
the CDC, the group of participants arc split in two; half of the
3,200 will be randomly assigned
to receive one antiretroviral pill
daily and tl1e other half will be
randomly assigned to take one
daily placebo pill (a similar tablet
without active medication), both
for two to four years.
From rl1erc they can
decide if the pill is in fact helpful
or not. And researchers do have
reason to be excited, because
past testing of Viread in small
scales proved successful. "It's incredibly encouraging, (the drug)
would be an incredibly important new prevention tool that we
should make available as soon as
possible," said D1: Helene Gayle,
president of the anti-poverty
group CARE and co-chair of
the conference.
Once the studies are
fully completed and analyzed,
researchers can draw a solid conclusion. The clifficulty is making
such a solid stance on a long time
treatment. Many questions aiisc
that leave a cloud of doubt, including what alternatives people
already affected have?
Several groups including ilie CDC, vVorld Health
Organization, the National Institutes of Health, the Bill and Melinda Gates Hmndation, Fan1ily
H ealth International and other
smaller research organizations
are working diligently to find a
cure and provide hope for a diminishing future.
"Lately we've been concentrating on what we have tight
now, but unfortunately it's not
enough," Rodriguez said. "The
biggest problem is not medications, it's compliance. This new
thing [pill] is so complicated .. .
and this disease is complicated."

140th Convocation Reflected
'

Continued from FRONT,

CONVOCATION

Some students who
were about to go into Cramton
wished more of their peers were
able to attend.
"This was such a good
experience, and I wish more
students could have attended,"
Lindsay said, "It's our Convocation and people should not have
had to search for a golden ticket
to attend."
O ther students felt tlrnt
freshmen students should not
have been the only studen ts to
receive priority tickets.

"Seniors should have
had a priority as well, since it's
their last chance to go to an
O pening Convocation," said
Sharday Shelby, a junior philosophy maj or. "I understand why
priority was given t~ freshmen
since they arc new to Howard,
however not being a freshman
and being a junior, it was frustrating to not have been able to
attend."
Shelby, who viewed
Convocation on \ VHUT-TV
said, "You didn't completely miss
it, you just missed being present."
Shelby explained that

holding Opening Convocation
on the Yard would serve as an opportunity to accommodate more
of the Howard community.
Some students believed
that Opening Convocation is
important in the Howard experience, and it is important that
freshmen students attend.
"It's not unfair that
freshmen were given priority,"
Foster said, "But 1 did notice th at
the lower section of the auditorium was filled with dignitaries
and preschoolers, when convocation is supposed to be for the
students."
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BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY 5
Kiosks Cut Wait for Patients
BY KHALID MUHAMMAD
Editorial Assistant
"To me, the worst part about going to the hospital is anticipating that
ridiculous wait," sophomore marketing
major Zachary Thomas said. To address
similar concerns held by the public,
many hospitals are beginning to offer a
relatively new system for the check-in of
patients.
The new system has created a
more streamlined, efficient approach to
getting patients in and out of the hospital. Decked with interactive plasma
screens, these self-serve medical kiosks
are being utilized to se1vc people's needs
as they come in and to help doctors tend
to patients faster.
However, the technology is not
new. Almost every industry - from fast
food restaurants to banks - uses these
services to expedite the flow of business.
Students like Jason \oVadley, who
had to go to extreme measures to bypass
a long wait, could benefit from a self service check-in system like those springing
up across the country.
'1 first visited [Howard University Hospital (HUH)] in mid:January
because I was continually feeling weak
and thirsty," said Wadley, a sophomore
accounting major. "I was waking up
around three times a night to pee. I felt
terrible."
\oVith all of these symptoms present during his visit to HUH, he waited
for five hours to get assistance. Tired of
waiting, he decided to leave and selfmedicate, tending to his needs with no
proper knowledge of what was really
wrong with him.
'~ week later, my conditions
worsened," he said. ')\ll of my symptoms
were intensified. I came into the hospital
stumbling." He admittedly exaggerated
the maneuver in order to receive expe-

dited assistance. "Only then did they
rush lo help me."
Wadle}' soon received word that
he might have diabetes.
Jn theory, with a self-service
check-in system, patients like \Vadley
would receive auention in a timely manner an<l, in turn, possibly prevent a treatable condition from worsening.
Some skeptics believe the system
will overlook the judgment of trained
professionals in determining the severity
of a patient's needs.
"It probably wouldn't make
things that much better," freshman AfroAmerican studies major Amatta Nocera
said. "But I do believe that eventual!"
things will be better as thcr work out the
kink~ that arc ever-present with technology as such."
Thomas said, "But sometimes,
I feel that some professionals arc unable to understand the severity of one's
condition and importance. A self-service
check-in system would help patients ex-

plain their needs much better."
Unfortunately for students in favor of these services, this technology is
not yet available at HUH, and hospital
administrators could not be reached to
answer inquiries of the possible availability of this technology in the near
future.
"I used to work at another hospital, and we used a similar system," said
an HUH employee who works in the
eri1ergency room, but wished to not give
her name. "I found that the service was
very efficient and helped a lot of patients
with their needs faster."
Nearby al Georgetown University
Hospital, patients can find the K.iowarc
Kiosk system a prominent self-service
check-in system - serving a community
of overall satisfied patients.
"I do think that had this service
been offered to me when I experienced
that long wait, I would not have experienced the pain that I felt," \'\Tadley said.

,
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Virgin Mobile Australia's new ad campaign uses pictures taken from the photo-sharing
Web site Flickr and superimposes its own slogans as in the ad pictured above.

I
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General Motors (GM), the
world's largest auto company, rece;ved
a heavy blow last week when workers
nationwide went on strike after negotiations for new contracts fell through.
The biggest strike in 36 years by
the United Auto \.Vorkers {UA\V', one
of the largest labor unions in the nation,
started at 11 a.m. on Sept. 24-.
Part of the reason for this movement by approximately 73,000 union
workers and more than 80 facilities was
job security.
While tumbling wages and retiree health care also factored into
the strike, union members ultimately
wanted to preserve their jobs for the future b} having GM promise that future
cars and tntcks will be manufactmcd in
American plants.
':Job secu1ity is one of our primary concerns," UAW President Ron
Gettelfinger told reporters at MSNBC.
"vVc're talking about investment and
we're talking about job creation and
preserving benefits."
G!VI had hoped to avoid a strike.
''We are disappointed in the UA\ V's decision to call a national strike," GIYI said
in a released statement. "The bargaining involves complex, difficult issues
that affect the job security of our U.S.
workforce and the long-term viabili t)'of
the company. \Ve are fully committed to
working with the UAW lo develop solutions together to address the competitive challenges facing General Motors."
With the strike in full effect, a
$ession of almost non-stop bargaining
between the company and union negotiators commenced. A tentative deal
wa~ brokered at 3:05 a.rn. on Sept. 26,
putting an end to the two-day strike.
Striking workers would have
missed out on $200 per week pay plus
medical benefits during the course of
the walk out, creating drawbacks for
both themselves and the cornpan}~
vVhile strikers would have been
low on funds to provide for their families, GM would have lost more money
had the strike continued for more than
36 hours as their inventory would have
severely collapsed.
Vehicle production in Canada
would have been behind due to the lack
of engines and other various parts they
receive from U.S. suppliers.
Moreover, every day the strike
continued would have put GM approximately 12,200 automobiles behind in its
production.
A tentative agreement was set

long as the photographer is attributed.
In the case of Chang's publicized ad.
<.:tlribution was given to Flickr's \\"eb
site and the person who uploaded the
picture. Nevertheless, because it was a
personal image used for a national ad. a
model release mar have been required.
l\1any inquire whether or not
Chang's family is suing the compan)
for legitimate reasons and if the teen
has genuinely encountered the g rief expressed by her family in the la\\'suit.
Virgin Mobile USA has not released a statement about the ca'e, but
it is circulating that the} have asked to
be released from the lawsuit. as they had
nothing to do with the advertisements.
\ 'irgin ~lobilc Australia, which launched
in 2000, has created other ads which feature photos from the Flickr \\'cb site. but
might not be affected too much b\ the
negative attention.
"I think they arc definite!} suing
for money," freshman community health
major Elizabeth Bello said. '"She probabl) went through a little Im of g11 .f, b 11
it's not that sc1;ous. The\ re milk, rig the
situation lo get what they can out of it. I
would probably do the same thing. And
that's how [Virgin :l\tobilc] makes their
money, whet her its good or bad medi;1,
so thev. won't be affected too murh bY
.
it.,,

BY LINSEY ISAACS
Staff Writer
Justin Knghl • Pho1o Edllor

Long waits, like those experienced by patients in the waiting room at the Howard Univer·
sity Hospital, could possibly be shortened if there was a self·check in system in place.

Tentative Agree111ent Ends GM
Autoworkers' Two-Day Strike
BY LINSEY ISAACS
Staff Writer

Virgin Mobile
Takes Heat Over
Ad Campaign

forth b> G~I to provide billions of dollars to UA\\' so a trust could be formed
and pro,~ded for retiree benefits. The
Voluntary Employees Beneficiary A'ISociatfon 1\'EBA) would also aid G!VI with
its stock price and credit ratings, which
would be raised sinct: the S5 l billion in
benefits would be handled off the books
and through a trust. The a)!rcement is
still subject to ratification
If the agreement is ratified. G?vt
worken will rcc.-1vc a one time bonus of
almost 53,000, as well as a three to four
percent annual bonus every year for the
last three vt:ars of the contract. VEB/\
will also olliciallr be put into effect.
G!VI has not released any more
information about the contract, and
workers nationwide are currently waiting on the details. These details arc also
like!}· to include Gwl l01w1ing its labor
gap and costs b) approximately <l25 an
hour, separating itself from its Japanese
counterparts ;md possibl} other auto
companies.
"This agreement helps us close
the fi.mdamental competitive gaps that

exist in our business," GM Chairman
and CEO Rick \\'agoner said in a press
release. "The projected competitive improvement$ in this agreement ,~;n allow
us to maintain a strong manufacturing
presence in the United States alol'~
with significant future investments."
The two-day strike was in stark
contrast to the last time UA\V members
went on strike nationwide against GM.
In September 1970. 400,000 \\orkers
left the JOb for t\\'o months. fhe strike
was said to have caused a drop in the
gross domestic product (GDP\ from 2.5
percent lo 1.4- percent.
In 2007. the strike seems not to
ha\·e made a dent in the GDP. However, GIYf's position in the market has
drastically changed since 1970. when
the company was the nation's largest
corporation.
[hat )Car. G?vl brought in 50
percent of all U.S. auto 'ales while foreign manufadurers accounted for onl}
15 percent. Today, GIV1 accounts for 24
percent 'Jf U.S. auto sales while foreign
compai.ies account for 49 percent.

Cellular company \'irgin ~1obile
has been sued after a family from Dallas, Texas discovered the use of their
daughter's photograph in an Australian
advertisement.
The family alleges that their
daughter, 16-year-old i\lison Chang, has
endured "grief and humiliation.. while
her photo - which was taken from the
photo-sharing \Veb site Flickr ;owned
by Yal100) was placed on \arious \\'cb
sites and billboards \\'lthout an~ consent.
The advertisement follows a
string of others in \'irgin :l\1obile Australia's national campaign ').\re You \\'ith
Us Or\ Vhat?" which features numerous
ads with photos from Flickr's \ \'cb site
that have been integrated with \'irgin
Mobile's slogans.
Chang's photo, taken at a church
car wa~h in April, was one of her holding up a peace sign. I11e ad slated.
"Dump Your Pen Friend," at the top of
the picture, while bclo\\, a slogan read,
" Fr<'e 1cxt Virgin to Virgin." The tag
linr was found derogatory and offensi\ c
by the family, who has not commented
aJI\ further on the lawsuit.
In addition 10 the 1;dic11le Chang
ha~ undergone at school. acco1·ding to
her family, there also has been no compensation for the ad. Texas law states
that anvonc who appears in an ad must
be u •mpcnsatcd. Laws in Australia also
st ill' 1hat ads must creuit the photograplwr, at least. These guidelines are additionally represented in the Creative
Commons (CC) Agreement, run by the
nonprofit organization that licenses photos on flickr's \Veb site. Crcati\'c Commons is a defendant in the ca~e. along
with Virgin ~Iobile USA.
"The images have been featured
within the positive spirit of the Creative
Commons Agreement, a legal framework volunt:u;l) chosen bY the photographers," Virgin 1'1obile Australia said
in a statement. "It allows for their photographs to be used for a variety of purposes, including commercial activities."
Photos released under a CC license allow its reproduction publicly. as

Ptio4o Courtesy of www llcckr com

Alison Chang and her family are suing
Virgin Mobile Australia for using her image.
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Dan Maloney (below) of the negotiating committee of Rochester, N.Y., hugged Alfonso
Guzman of Detroit after UAW President Ron Gettelfinger (above at podium) announced a
tentative agreement at 4 a.m. on Sept 26 in Detroit which brought an end to the strike.
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Students Underestintate Seriousness of Sleep Deprivation
•

BY SIMONE PRINGLE
Staff Writer
Look around a few classrooms and one is
bound to see it. Student, arc nodding off, and some
are fast asleep.
According to the National Sleep Foundation, "Sleep deprivation and sleep disorders are estimated to cost Americans over SI 00 billion annually in lost productivity, medical expenses, sick leave
and property and cn·tironmcntal damage."
Freshman communication sciences and disorders major Lauren Hinkson said, "On Saturdays,
I usually sleep until two or three in the afternoon."
Many times, while older adults often suffer
from insomnia, studie~ show that younger adults
more often suffer from sleep deprivation.
Freshman print journalism major Sarah
Jones has even gone three days without sleep.
The National Sleep Foundation's Program
Director for Education Michele \Vagner defined
sleep deprivation as, ·~ condition that results when
a person experiences the inability or lac..k of opportunity to obtain the number of hours of sleep
needed to perform or function at their best."
Many doctors and sleep specialists believe
that sleep is like water there is a recommended
minimum that everyone should get each day.
\Vagner says the recommended minimum is
seven hours, but this varies.
"[The number of hours you sleep is] on a
case by case basis, but the majority of adults need
seven to nine hours of sleep a night," she said.
"Some people need more others less, it does depend on the person."
The foundation's 2007 Sleep in America Poll
found that 37 percent of adults are, "so sleepy during the day that it interferes with daily activities."
"Every night I get between five and seven
hours of sleep," Hinkson said. "Since I've come to
Howard, I am tired all the time. I take a nap after

almost every meal. I do set my alarm everyday, but
I definitely have overslept and missed a class."
\Vagner said students who don't meet their
personal sleep needs during the night can take naps
during the day to pay back their "sleep dt·b1" to
avoid sleep deprivation.
She said, " \Ve advocate naps as long as you 'n·
not having trouble sleeping through the night. If
you go to bed at 11 and get up at seven, and you
feel the need to take a nap, rduring the dayJ then
the foundation advocates a 20-25 minute nap especially in the mid-afternoon when you have a natural
tendency to feel sleepy. The mid-afternoon 'siesta'
in many Hispanic cultures accommodates this natural physiological tendency to become sleepy in the
afternoon."
\ Vagner said the amount of time it would
take to collapse from cxhat•~tion depends on a
number of factors including • urrcnt health status,
and even environmental factors.
"The effects on sleep deprivation arc on a
continuum," she said. "In the extreme instance, research has been done on rats where the}· were completely sleep deprived for several days and eventually died - from li1ck of sleep."
One problem students who lack sleep have
to worry about is the effects sleepiness has on the
body.
Wagner said, "Science is still establishinr an
association between sleep deprivation and weight
gain. Research has shown, peopk that sleep less
have higher body mass indexes. And due to inexperience and other factors, teens have a high risk
of drowsy driving crashes. Fifty-five percent of all
'fall asleep crashes' arc caused by people ages 25
and younger."
"In addition, lack of sleep adversely affccu
your mood and cognitive abilities," \ Vagner said.
"\\'hen sleep deprived you arc more like to be in a
bad mood, become irritated with others and have
trouble concentrating especiall} when tl)ing to

FiePIU>

Students often neglect sleep time due to their busy schedules, but experts s ay this is a big danger. Naps in the
mid-afternoon are common for many students who stay up late to study, write papers or finish class projects.
learn and remember new information."
She also added that sleep should be considered just as important as diet and exercise when
thinking about one's overall health.
Junior biology major 1'.loniquc Henry, who
said she feels sleep deprived, usually gets about six
hours of sleep a night. H enry has gone 30 hours
without sleep.
"I set an alarm everyday for classes," she
said. "\Vithout [the alarm] I'd probably wake up at
noon. I usually stay up doing homework for other
classes, working or preparing for the Senate volunteering at a D.C. area school."
Many students say they have "too much to
do" and thus, this leads to a lack of sleep.
Sophomore Spanish major Derrick Strick-

land is in Air 1'brcc ROTC and said, "I get around
five hours a night, taking 16 creqits and I study a lot
so all of that causes me to feel sleep deprived."
J an Yager, Ph.D. is the autJ1or of "Creative
Time Management for the New Millennium."
"'\.Vorkaholism' is usually a sign of poor
time management," she stated in an article in Time
Magazine about time management. "It takes a
toll on your work and your social life. \Ve need 10
change the attitude that workaholics arl' more producuvc than the rest of us."
She also said, "\Vorking around the clock
can become addictive, robbing us of time we should
spend with family and friends - or just with ourSC1\'CS. "

Relax, The Benefits ofMeditation
BY SIMONE PRINGLE
Staff Writer
Sitting in silence,
Indian style while chanting is not all meditation
is about.
Zen meditation
teacher at the New River
Zen Community Charles
Birx bclic\'es meditation
is much more.
" In the Zen [tradition], we're looking to
experienc( a bright sense
of clarity of mind, like
a bright beautiful clear
day, a cloudless sky,'' Birx
said. ''It's beautiful when
you're sitting and your
mind isn't cluttered with
thought \Vc're looking
to go beyond our small
separate self. You sit and
go beyond thoughts and
you're limited self. All
those problems we generate by living out this
tiny piece of the large
world around us arc out
of focus."
He also said that
often times what is seen
in movies and elsewhere
is not tnie meditation
"Chanting is not
meditation," he said. " In
Zen meditation, you sit
down in a lotus position,
but any position where
the back is straight and
you're stable and comfortable is fine. \Ve don't
use music, either."
Even several celebrities have been noted
to be frequent meditators
to have calm in the mist
of the hectic lives. Some
include: Russell Simmons, Clint Eastwood,
Tina Turner, Jennifer
Aniston, Alanis Morrisette and Jake Gyllcnhaal.
Freshman marketing major Channing Finlayson said, "No, I don't
think I've meditated before, or if I have I haven't
considered it meditation.
I think I would probably
try it if I felt it would
help."
Finlayson
also
said she's not swayed by
the growing number of
celebrities who endorse
meditauon.
"I'm sure for
some it would [be influential to know that celebrities meditate too) because people tend to look
to celebrities or other
prominent figures in me-

dia when deciding what cious cycle," Birx said.
activity that docs not reto involve themselves in.
He also ·pointed quire any special equipBut for me not so much. that the type of medita- ment, clothing or space.
I mean it's fine in it's own tion practiced is impor"Clothing should
right but knowing that tant as well.
be loose and comfortable.
wouldn't sway my opinBirx said, "Each You want the oxygen and
ion either way," Finlay- type has their own tra- the blood to flow," Birx
son said.
ditions. It helps 10 go said. "Indoors, outdoors,
Freshman
eco- research a few and find doesn't matter. Zen is a
nomics major Tracie what works for you, see if disciplined acti\it\', Y'lll
P-·'*1 IU · Contra Cos:a Tmas (Mei 1
1' loore uses meditation any interest a word. Some should do i1 daih, JUSt
Astrologists believe that the positions of planets at birth determines Individ ual characteristics.
to reduce stress. She forms of meditation take like exercisin~ You need
said that before coming a word and repeat it. oth- to be consistent ~take it
to Howard, she would ers let thoughts flow free- a part of your daily roumeditate a few times a ly. Meditation is like art tine.,,
BY BINTU KABBA
month.
and music. Some types
"I don't sec mediStaff Writer
whole theory of astrology was !>ased on his prin"But after being work for some people, tation as <0mcthing you
ciple that, "The individual disposition is already
as stressed as I've been and other don "t work for have to seek out. \\'c do it
a factor in childhood: it is innate and not recehed
lately, I find myself medi- those people."
more or less on our 0\\1l
~1anr people examine the basis of a.•trolduring the course of his life."
tating a few times every
Birx agreed with in everyday life alrcad\;"
Og) and contemplate whether its tntc or fabncated.
Liz Greene, aJungian pS)cliologist. also beday,'' she ~aid. "I think Moore in that medita- Finlayson said.
Senior psp:hology major fyrone Johnson, believe~
lieved this p1inciple and ~y~ in her book entitled
meditation is ,1 great tion is an effective · tres'
hll those still
there is some tnllh to astrol<>g) and horo•cop"s.
'Rchting."
method for those people reliever.
He said, "I do be lien: there is some tntt h to
looking for some c:1co11r'£\strologr can not onl) tell us about the self
who ma) have anger is"\ \'c 're constant- agcmcnt to try mediait. People tend to read horoscopes and belie\.'t it into
we know, but also about t11e one we do not know."
sues or are easily stressed. ly distracted,'' he said. tion, Birx said, "[Meditaexistence so it then manifests.''
I'm the type to sit down "M editation asks 'why tion helps you] really pay
TI1c progression of horoscope astrology be- She also belie\'cs that the horoscope is the "map of
in a quiet place, put on can't I sit down and be to attention lo the here
gan in the 1920s and ha• continued until the 21st the psrchc."
But not all students are eager to accept assome soothing music, with myself
without and now, you live in the
century. Americans grew more cager for a~trological
and just zone out."
needing to be distracted?' moment. You get back
forecasts at the beginnin~ of \ V\ Vil causingjourn:il- trology and have gained some insight from a little
Many
students Meditation gives you a that childlike wonder of
ists to write forecasts b:tsi·d on the month and day of bit of rc,, carch. Senior sports medicine/pre-med,
Abiola Oki said, "I'm not really into astrolOg)\ but I
who meditate take a chance to slow down in life by meditation. Every
birth taken from the p<>'ition of the sun.
more unconventional ap- this fast paced world we moment becomes comSuddenly astrolP~ has transformed into a do know a lot about my sign because I like to know
the perception and generalizations of me before enproach.
live in. There's has to be pletely new. I low do you
conversationalist pheno111<'11on.
Moore
said, stop signs in the road of know who you arc if you
Astrologist and author of "Blatk Love ~':lging in t:onvcrsauon with those who arc, sel'\·ng
"Meditation doesn't have life. People who medi- don't sit down :ind spend
Signs," 'Tiielma Balfour. h.L, studied a.'trology fo1 .IS a diallt·ngc."
I.Or }tars there have been negative badJa•h
to be the 'typical way.' I
tate, stop."
some U1nc w11h yourmore than twenty yearthink you determine your
Meditation is one self?"
In her book, sht• defines astrology a.,, "The against astrolog) and horoscope.«, especially the age
own form of meditation.
study of the planets, including the moon and the old question like L\ it all make believe?
Junior public relations major Britney Brew\ Vhat ever makes you feel
sun, to detenninc how and what effects the changrelaxed, that's your form
ing positions of the planets ha\'C on human behav- ington said, "I never reall) belie\ed in it. I nc\er rcI
all) thought it wa.~ trnc and if it pro\ed accurate,
of meditation. \Vhatcvcr
ior."
calms me down, I'm goThe "'·elve astrological signs are broken into then I belie\'C it was just a coincidence. The onl)
ing to do it."
four clements; earth, air, fire and water. TI1c earth person that can predict \Our future is God. I don "t
Freshman biolsigns arc Taurus, \ 'irgo and Capricorn. Air ~ib'llS bclic\'e a single word. \\'ho even writes that stuff?"
But T helma Balfour believes, 'i\.•trolo!:)' i•
ogy major Lauren Byrd
are Gemini, Libra and Aquariu• 1:-irc si~s al'(' Leo,
agreed with 1'.ioorc.
Sagittarius .md Aries. And water signs an: CanC"cr, tcrt;unl} not a cure for all of life's stniggl~. "'isl•
and turns. But it \~ill gJ\'C }'OU a basic unclcrstandmg
She said, "I mediSt:orpio and Pisces.
tate everyday. It may not
They are also ruled by different planets. For and window into the heart~ and minds of the people
take 1he conventional
instance, Scorpio is ruled by Pluto and associated you love so that }'OU can have a better appreciation
of the differences in our personalities."
stance of sitting with my
with regeneration and obsession.
legs crossed but, when I
Carl Jung, a Swiss pS)'Chologist and former
first awake in the mornFreud disciple, focused his studies on astrology. T he
ing or when I go to bed
at night I reflect on my
day and what l have
1
1
learned."
1. Soham Method
little ch;mgt in ph\ ,it-a] discomfort ran lead to )llt1r
Birx said that
Go to a plat;e where you feel most comfort- t·tcmal spiritual comfort. I ry it. wake up .md live hapwhile meditation "is
able, place )Our body in the position that }'OU haw pil}' t'.\'Cr afte~
what you make it," it
found to be the most beneficial for meditation. Close
helps to follow a few sug)Uur eyes. Close }Uur cars by putting your thwnbs in
3. Love Method
gestions.
them or by using earplugs. Command your mind to
·~y
environUse love to purify your heart. \ \'e keep grudgbe silent, )Uur emotions to be calm and your body es, shame, pain, anger, bigotry and other foul things
ment is alright. but the
to Sta)' relaxed. Focus on the sound of }'Our breath in our heart. Lo\.'e is the perfect antidote. \'"15ualize
optimal environment is
coming in. As \\ith most pranayama breathing tech- and feel all the things you love, and all that love you,
clean, neat, orderly and
niques), Soham is done either in three cycles of 12 or in your heart. Do }UU 10\'C 10 garden? See and feel
quiet," he said. "We
12 cycles of 12. One inhalation and one exhalation this blessed action of 10\'C in )Uur heart and 10\-e it.
want to be beautiful and
arc one respiration. 12 respirations arc one cyde.
Do you have a friend who IO\TS )OU? \ "ISllal.ize and
ordcrlv inside and out.
[At the New River len
feel that lo\'c in your ht•art. Do you ha\'e a friend who
2.
The
Unnatural
Positions
Method
Community,] we leave
\llU love? \'isualizc and feel t11at love in )Uur heart. Fill
A sure way to relax your body is lo have )Ollr your heart with 10\'C. Di,placc all negativity with love.
handl•'\gs <md shoes outarms and legs relaxed. If your extremitics are tension- \ 'isualilt and feel t11c love radiate from )Ulir heart and
side the room. Clutter is
frcc, so will be )UUr mind and emotions, ;md you will fill every cell of your body. Love the infinite purity of
not good. We're so cluttend to become drowsy and sleepy. We a1-e so habitu- love. M erge with lo\'C and live happily e\-cr after.
tered with thoughts
ated 10 our comfy conditioning maru1cr of sitting that
and emotions in our
Jay Janner· Colol!ldo SprlrlOs Gazeue (MCT)
anything tJ1at is different makes a huge impression on
m inds (that often] Meditation, whether solo or in groups, is a great way to find
- Tips rortrlt.vi ef TI1r 1\ledilatum &it!>' of Amoica
we get upset. It's a vi- focus and clarity in hectic daily routines.
L us, ~rly ~1oyi_?g us and thus waking us up. Tilis
_J

Explore Your Stars Through Astrology

r - - - -- -- - - - ---- --,
Three M ethods to M editate Anytime, Any Place
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Party Quarrel Proves Almost Deadly for HU Football Player
Continuedfro111 FRONT,
ASSAULT
Ac.:ording to one host of the
party, he knew nothing of the situation.
The other hosts were not a\',1ilable for
questioning at the time the story was being compiled.
"I tried to get out of the house
to go help him [Meansl when I saw
he ran toward to street," Moore said.

"They locked e\'eryone inside the party
and that's when I heard gun shots."
~leans reported that the gun
shots that ~loorc heard went off into
the street when the .tlleged attacker was
hitting him in the face and the tri!lger
misfired
Arter the gun when ofl th1. attacker continued to pistol whip Means
in the face two more times before he put
the barrel of the gun to Means' forehead.

The attacker reportedly ran
off after his friends escorted him away
because they thought the police were
com mg.
"When I got out of the house,
I saw Means lying on the ground, I
thought he was dead after hearing the
gun shots," Moore said.
Minutes after the attacker fled,
senior defensive back Vincent M oorehead pulled up to the scene with some
other members of the football team in

the car. Moorehead and others hdpl·cl
Means into his car where Moore drO\e
him to his house.
"\Vhen I got there he "as on
the ground, l helped him up and got him
in the car," Moorehead said.
Means held that he made " pnlice report first thing in the mornmg.
"Campus Police wt•re Vl'I')' cas\
to talk to," M eans said. "But the D.C.
police seemed like they didn't believe
me, they were wondering why no one

called to n·porl gun shots last night."
Ofii'tcr R.L. Jones with the
J)i, ·1ct police department \\;th whom
1,., q>ort was filed was not a\ .1ibblc to
t.olk to J l1r 1lilltop.
,\lonp \~;th his alleged assault,
J\lcans also had his wallet stolen by his
reported attacker.
The alleged attacker has still
not been identified.

Men's Soccer Continues Winning
Spree With a Shut-Out Victory
BY Z'KERA SIMS
Staff Writer

Oscar- iv· PllOt> E<)b

The men's soccer team played Columbia Union in Greene Stadium Sunday.

The Howard Universit) Bison shut out the Pioneers
of Columbia Union College in
a non-conference match up at
home in Greene Stadium.
lhc game ended in a 30 victon making this their second
straight win at home and their
first shut out of the season.
"Winning this game
builds team confidence going into
conference games,'' said La.ram
Hyde, sophomore forward for the
Bison. "Games like this give us
something to look forward to."
The game started off
\\;th a bang when junior mid fielder Cuilherme Fonseca assisted by
teammate Joel Senior scored up
the middle of the field in the 4:51

mark of the game. From then on
Howard kept the pressure strong
on the Pioneers. In the first half
of regulation they amassed seven
shots opposed to one shot by the
Pioneers.
After the first shot of
the game the Pioneers of Columbia Union picked up the pace on
defense.
The rest of the first half
consisted of a back and forth effort, with both teams offense fighting for the opportunity to score.
Going into the hall\vay mark of
the game the score was 1-0.
Even though the Bison
were ahead, they knew that they
would have to pick up the pace
because the Pioneers were not too
far behind.
''The first half started
out kind of slow," H yde said. "But
after we got more relaxed on the

field we were able to calm down
and take our time: on the ball and
\\;th putting our passes together."
Coming into the second
half the Bison were re-energized.
Ten minutes into the quarter the
Bison increased their lead 2-0
when team Captain Emile Innocent broke away driving the ball
down the right side of the field
and shot for the: score.
The Bison defense was
untouchable. In the second half
the Bison held the Pioneers to
three shots none rcsulti ng in a
score opposed to the eight shots
taken by the Bison.
fhc Bison capped
their victory when goalie. Victor Thomas, saved a shot at the
82:+3 mark of the g.une subsequently followed b) the goal from
Guilherme Fonseca from kft side
unassisted making this his second

goul for the night.
For the Bison. playing goalie was junior goal keeper
\'ictor Thomas ending the night
strong with one save and zero
goals allowed. Howe\'er the goalie
for the Pioneers allowed three
goals and s;t\·ed two.
The Pioneers of Columbia Union racked up seven
fouls for the night opposed to the
eight committed by the Bison. For
corner kicks the Pioneers out shot
the Bison 3 to I.
\\'ith this win the Bison arc on the rise with a 2-3-3
record.
Next they take on Philadelphia on Saturcla\, Oct. 6.
There next home match
up will not be until Oct. 21 when
the\' \\ill take on Adelphi at 5
p.m.

Howard Stays Ahead to Blow Out Winston-Solem in OT for First Season Win
BY WINNIE CLARK-JENKINS
Sports Editor
The Bison Nx>tball te<un enjoyed their first taste of victory of the
sca~on on Saturday afternoon when
they beat the \ Vinston-Salcm Rams in a
~cat-grabbing overtime l:(alll<". T11c: final
score was 2·i-2 I. m.iling tht: Bison 1-1
this st: ason.
"I'm pk·ased with the effort
and intcruity that we displa)ed toda);"
said first year head coach for the Bi,on.
Care) Baile): "\ \"c finally came together as a te.un .u1d played a c:omplcte
game."
'1 he Bison pla)cd tht·ir third
conference g.unl' against the Rams at
home in a quit•ter alierno• •n o;,.1111.: in
Crl·t:ne St.1dium. Despite tlw po\\t:r·
ful sun beaming over the Bison's home
st.Hiium the team wa.' ~till nblc to pull
out a win.
"\\'e made it more clif!icult
then it nec:dcd to be," Bailey \aid. "But
they shO\\ eel up today."
A number of the players on
the team tnily "showed" up on Saturday. Senior defensive linebacker Rud)

Hardie. who has not been having a
strong season thus far, really stepped up
his game and helped claim the win for
the Bison.
'~\II I did was think about Jim,
I pla)cd last year," Hardie said. Hardie
had 11 touchdowns last season.
Howard'~ win over \\lnslonSakm \\ilS :m upset for the North Carolina h·,un \\ho had pmmi<ing starting
quarterback.Justin Sbaraud. The Rams
beat the Bison in l;tst season's match-up.
\\Ide recei\'cr Jarahn \\illiams
had a career high of the season and made
his fifth touch do" n of the 'e:i5on in the
fir,,t quarter, ending the quartet \\ith
Ho\\,1rd .on top 7-0. Bison qu.1rterb;1ck
Brian Johnson made his longest pass of
the season ,\t the top of the fin.t quarter.
Into tlw se ond qu rtcr \\illi.uns made
.mother to 1chd0\H1 from Johnson's pass
and the Bison score jumped to 14-0 with
13 minutcs befo1e half-time
.. l hc:rc \\as a lot of emotion in
the tt·am toda)~ .. \\illiams said.
,.
Frc•hman X,1\ic1 l·b"lcr niadc
his first career touchdo'' n \\ith V)e Bison in the third quarter alin \ \'imtonSalcm snuck in two touchdowns during
the encl of the second and third qu.1rtcr.

The score at the top of the fourth quarter was 11-21 with HU ahead.
\Vhile it looked like Howard
was going to pull the win during regulation time, J avon Hubbard of Wmston-Salem made a t0uchdown with a 0
yard fumble recovery, then tied up the
game with a kick from the Ram's Matt
l\fitchell in the last two minutes of the
quartrr.
Bison running back Terry Perry, who finished with a career-high 87
yards on 23 carries, picked up 15 tough
rard~ in the drive to set up \Viehbcrg's
garne-\\inning kick. The game was tied
at 21-21 at the end of regulation time.
Once they were in overtime,
the Bison's kicker Dennis \\'eihbcrg
made the game winning 28-yard field
goal.
''This game set the tone for
the rest of the season," Perry said. ''\\'e
went out as a unit."
'Ibis was the fint overtime
game for the Bison since last season's
homecoming game against Morgan
State that resulted in a loss for the Bison.
Ihc game was also the fint win for Bailey since he came to Howard following
last season.

Oscar,,_ IV· PllQll) Edotlr

The Bison beat the Winston-Salem Rams Saturday afternoon in an overtime game that
was tied 21·21 at the end of regulation. The game was played on the Bison's home turf.
"You m·vcr take: tht·m [a win J
lightly,'' Bailey said. "But at the same
time it was good that the moment !us
past."

'l he Uison \\ill try to keep
their momentum in another homr •tame
.1gainst Cheyne\ Uni\·crsity next Saturd.t) at Ip.m.

....

ASA, CSA

Come~te
HU 24; Wmston-Salem 21

ruonO

TODAY IN
PORTS HISTOR
OCTOBER 1, 1903
FIRST BASEBALL WORLD SERIES,
.Jnmy llutMcl $1111 Pl'olog""""'

The African Students Association (ASA) & The Caribbean Students Association (CSA) had their annual sports
day yesterday. The soccer game Is one of the most anticipated events which explains the fierce competition.
The winner of the game receives a trophy and bragging rights for the rest of the year.
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PITTSBURG PIRATES V. BOSTON
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PILGRIMS (RED Sox).
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Dai I y Sudoku

HATE Cl\IMES
Al\E SEl\10\JS

Directions:
Each row, each column, and each 3x3 box must
contain each and every digit 1-9 exactly once.
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Hate Crimes Less Legally Severe
For some, the disturbing
story of Megan \Villi ams may be
a hard one to forget. \.Villiams, a
20-year-old black woman, was
kidnapped, taken to a mobile
home in Big Creek, \V. \'a. and
abused by six white people both
physically and verbally. \ Villiams
was raped and beaten, and faced
racial slurs while being repeated!)
stabbed. She was also forced to
drink from a toilet and eat animal
feces. \ Villiams escaped after a
week. thanks to an anon}mous up
that lead Logan Countv sheriff's
deputies to the home.
The six defendants in the case
were taken into custody, facing bail of
Sl00,000 each while
\Vtlliams was hospitalized in Charleston,
'N Va. \'\'illiams knew
her kidnapper, Bobby
Brewster, through a
previous relationship.
FOUowing that, the six defendants, as well as \\"illiams and
her family, faced court proceedmgs.
Authorities chose to pursue the defendants not on hate
crime charges, but on indhidual
charges that carry stiffer penalties, such as sexual assault and
kidnapping.
rvtan) may h.1\ ,. won de re I
why the six wcren 't cha rgcd with
committing a hate crime
But when taking into account the maximum sentt•ncing
lengths for the various nimes,
pursuing defendants under other
charges is proving to be more

practical in attempts to gain the
most severe punishmcnt for the
crimes.
111e Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI\ outlines 11
types of hate crime offenses which
include forcible rape, aggravated
:L\sault, inti1nidation and doing so
motivated b}' a bias concerning
race, religion, sexual orientation.
ethnicity or disability.
In \\'est \ ~irg:inia. hate
crimes are classified as inti1nidation, violence or the threat of
violence ba,ed on race, colo1; religion, aneestr1; national origin.

Our View:

tence and kidnapping charges
carry up to a life sentence, both
of which some of the defendants
find themsel\'es facing.
This situation leaves a
resonating legal question. If hate
crimes are to be seen as serious
offenses in socict), why .ire they
not as sc\-erel} puni•hable as other offenses?
No, calling someone the
N-word will most tikcl} ne\'er be
punishable br a life term in prison. But the ma.ximum ~entenc
ing lengths fo: hatt' crimes m thc
state sencb the mes•agc that while
hate cnmes arc seen
as illegal offenses, the
fact that race played
a part in the offenses
lessens their severity.
Torturing
someone for a week is
an absolutely heinous
action, and doing so
because of racial
motivation shouldn't be any less
punishabk b' the lcE;.11 S\ stem.
espcciallr not because of .' title
such as "hate crime," which only
serves as an mnbrella for a myriad
of offenses.
It is commendable
and refreshing- that the lawvcrs
in this c.1se arc using the foll extent of the law to punish blat.mti}
racist, 'iolent and •adistic people.
Ho\\C\l'I hatt· crimr .
should be takt·n seriou!ly t'nough
legally that a crimin.11 c.m ht
charged and sewrel) punished
for the hate crime tl1e) have committed instead of having his or
her offenses broken down to individual parts.
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If hate crimes are serious

offenses, they should carry
serious ramifications.
political affiliation or sex.
Charges along those
lines carry up to a I 0-year prison
sentence, a $5,000 fine or both.
Both the FBI and the
\\'est \'irginia state legislature's
outline~ sound like the typical
description manv would possibly
imagine when categorizing an offense as a hate crime.
After \\'illiams "a·
stabbed anrl repeated!\ called the
N-word, it bi:c<11ne apparent that
nu, among other things. contributed to the crimes being commiuecl against her.
Howc\'er, in \ \'est \"iri..>inia, sexual assault charges can
carry up to a 35-year prison sen-
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Room for R ent

s

near bus and
metro

life

FOR RENT

$500, including

SEVERAL
Howard Deli •••
sandwiches &
subs

ROOMS
for rent as low as $600I

Deli Sandwich
Meal $5.99

call asap, won't
last

nlonthly (utilities/

"BUY BLACK''
"'Specials"'
BBQ or Meatball
Short $5.99

all utilities

amenities included.)

(240) 481- 4231
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Beta Kappa Chi
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Available OCT 1 .
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National Scientific
Honor Society
General Body

Train accessible.
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2612 Georgia
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